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Ion-molecule interactions enable unexpected phase
transitions in organic-inorganic aerosol
David S. Richards1*, Kristin L. Trobaugh1, Josefina Hajek-Herrera1, Chelsea L. Price2,
Craig S. Sheldon2, James F. Davies2, Ryan D. Davis1†

INTRODUCTION

Accurately representing the phase of atmospheric particles (for
example, liquid versus solid, phase separated versus homogeneously
mixed) is important in climate and air quality models because of the
influence on multiphase chemistry, aerosol water uptake and
optical properties, and other atmospheric processes (1–10). Atmospheric aerosol can be composed of both inorganic components
(e.g., Na+, Cl−, Ca2+, NH4+, and SO42−) and organic compounds of
biogenic origin, including monosaccharides, and low-mass oxygenated compounds formed through secondary processing (2, 5–12).
The chemical complexity of atmospheric aerosol allows for particles
to adopt a range of possible phase states, including nonviscous
liquids, crystalline solid, or amorphous semisolid (4–10, 13). However, the fundamental processes that govern aerosol phase remain
poorly understood because atmospheric particles frequently exist under
conditions inaccessible in bulk solution (4–6, 13–19). Thus, the phase
state of ambient atmospheric aerosol remains poorly constrained,
particularly for mixed organic-inorganic aerosol (15, 16, 20).
Organic aerosol composed of relatively low-mass oxygenated
organic compounds (<1000 Da), such as monosaccharides (common
proxies for oxygenated aerosol material) and similar compounds,
are generally assumed to remain in a liquid state or form ultraviscous or glassy Newtonian fluids at ambient relative humidity
(RH) (6–9, 13–19). Knowledge of aerosol viscosity is thus used to
infer rates of diffusion of water or reactive species in aerosol particles through the Stokes-Einstein relationship (6). To a first approximation, the addition of hygroscopic salts to a homogeneously mixed
organic-inorganic aerosol (e.g., a glucose-NaCl mixture) is expected
to reduce the viscosity of the mixture relative to the organic alone,
consistent with bulk predictions of the plasticizing effect of in1
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creased water associated with the hygroscopic salt (15, 16, 18).
While this assumption is true for some cases (15, 16), it has not been
validated for the full range of complex compositions and nonideal
conditions found in the atmosphere (20, 21). In particular, the
influence of divalent ions, which are prevalent in atmospheric and
marine aerosol (1, 22–24), is understudied.
Although it is known that dications such as Ca2+ can promote
the supramolecular assembly of long-range gelatinous networks of
large biopolymers (e.g., alginate, 10,000+ Da) in bulk solution
(1, 22, 25), atmospherically relevant low-mass oxygenated molecules (e.g., glucose, 180 Da) do not assemble in bulk solution in the
presence of Ca2+ (22). Therefore, on the basis of bulk observations,
these supramolecular interactions are not considered in predictions
of aerosol-phase state. However, the effect of divalent ions under
the full range of conditions accessible in aerosol particles has not
been adequately explored, and the RH-dependent phase state of
atmospheric organic-inorganic aerosol thus remains unclear.
Motivated by the atmospheric prevalence of low-mass oxygenated organic molecules and divalent inorganic ions, we studied the
RH-dependent phase state of internally mixed organic-inorganic
microdroplets to test assumptions regarding aerosol phase and
the effect of inorganic compounds. Experiments were performed
with a dual-balance quadrupole electrodynamic balance (DBQ-EDB)
technique that we recently developed specifically to explore aerosol
phase (14). Here, we focus specifically on the RH-dependent phase
of mixed organic-inorganic aerosol-containing divalent ions (Ca2+,
Mg2+, and SO42−) and low-mass oxygenated organics (<310 Da).
RESULTS

The phase state of levitated aerosol microdroplets was explored as a
function of RH for a range of mixed organic-inorganic compositions. The organic molecules represent common atmospheric and
marine aerosol proxies (2, 7, 9, 10, 14, 23): glucose (the most common
monosaccharide), sorbitol (a neutral sugar alcohol), gluconic acid (an
aldonic acid), glucuronic acid (a uronic acid), and N-acetylneuraminic
1 of 11
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Atmospheric aerosol particles are commonly complex, aqueous organic-inorganic mixtures, and accurately
predicting the properties of these particles is essential for air quality and climate projections. The prevailing
assumption is that aqueous organic-inorganic aerosols exist predominately with liquid properties and that the
hygroscopic inorganic fraction lowers aerosol viscosity relative to the organic fraction alone. Here, in contrast to
those assumptions, we demonstrate that increasing inorganic fraction can increase aerosol viscosity (relative to
predictions) and enable a humidity-dependent gel phase transition through cooperative ion-molecule interactions that give rise to long-range networks of atmospherically relevant low-mass oxygenated organic molecules
(180 to 310 Da) and divalent inorganic ions. This supramolecular, ion-molecule effect can drastically influence
the phase and physical properties of organic-inorganic aerosol and suggests that aerosol may be (semi)solid under more conditions than currently predicted. These observations, thus, have implications for air quality and climate that are not fully represented in atmospheric models.
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acid (a sialic acid) (Fig. 1A). All five organics were systematically
studied in aqueous organic (binary) droplets and aqueous organic-
inorganic (ternary) droplets with either NaCl or CaCl2. Ternary
gluconic acid droplets were further studied with (NH4)2SO4, MgCl2,
MgSO4, and Ca(NO3)2. These chemical systems were chosen as
simple models of mixed organic-inorganic aerosol because of
their natural abundance in atmospheric and marine aerosol and
their physical properties and to compare the effects of molecular
functionality.
As demonstrated in Fig. 1B, droplet phase was probed using the
DBQ-EDB technique (fig. S1A) (14) to merge two droplets of the
same composition and diameter (~30 ± 2 m), after equilibration at
a constant RH for a fixed amount of time. The shape of the merged
dimer was monitored as a function of time by tracking the droplet
aspect ratio, dy/dx, where dy and dx are, respectively, the diameter of
the long and short axes of the particle (see Fig. 1C), or by far-field
laser scatter imaging (fig. S1B). As established by our work (14) and
that of others (15–18, 26), monitoring the coalescence process of
Richards et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabb5643
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merged droplets under variable RH conditions can provide detailed
information regarding RH-dependent aerosol-phase state. The typical phase behavior of binary organic and ternary organic-inorganic
droplets is exemplified with individual merging events of binary
gluconic acid (Fig. 1D and fig. S1C) and ternary gluconic acid mixtures (Fig. 1, E to G). The RH-dependent results for all systems are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Binary H2O-organic and ternary H2O-NaCl–organic droplets
remain as liquids
For binary organics, the expected RH-dependent phase is observed
in all cases, as demonstrated with the coalescence of binary gluconic
acid droplets at ~15% RH (Fig. 1D) and 10% RH (fig. S1C). As seen
in Fig. 1D, upon merging at 15% RH, the bispherical dimer exponentially relaxes to a spherical shape with a time constant ()
of ~10 s. This gradual relaxation is consistent with the overdamped
regime of a viscous Newtonian fluid, where  is directly proportional
to viscosity of the fluid [see the “Relating shape relaxations to phase”
2 of 11
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Fig. 1. Determining the phase of levitated organic and inorganic-organic particles. (A) The organic molecules used in the present study. (B) Simplified schematic of
the DBQ-EDB and process of merging droplets to determine particle phase. (1) Two oppositely charged droplets of the same composition and size are simultaneously
levitated. The particle in the bottom balance is continuously monitored with bright-field imaging. (2) Upon removing the voltage applied to the top balance, the droplets
merge through electrostatic attraction (inset; scale bar, 30 m). The voltage applied to the bottom balance is increased to account for the increased mass and reduced
net charge. (C and D) Typical behavior of a liquid upon merging. Plotted is the aspect ratio (dy/dx) as a function of time for coalescence of binary gluconic acid (liquid
droplets) at 15 ± 2%. Representative images are shown in (C), panels 1 and 2, as indicated. Dashed red line is the exponential fit ( = 11.5 ± 0.3 s). (E to G) Aspect ratio as a
function of time for merged ternary salt–gluconic acid droplets. (E) Merging of ternary 1:1 (by mole) NaCl:gluconic acid at a constant RH of 15 and 22% RH. (F) Two merging
events for ternary 1:1 (by mole) CaCl2:gluconic acid droplets at a constant RH of 46 and 51% RH. No coalescence occurs over the observation time (tobs), indicating
solid-like phase behavior. (G) Aspect ratio and RH as a function of time as RH (blue line) is increased for the same merged particle shown in (F) at 46% RH. In (D) to (G), each
data point represents the average aspect ratio (±1 SD) of five sequential images.
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Fig. 2. Experimental results for the merging of binary and ternary CaCl2-organic droplets. (A to E) RH-dependent time scales. If coalescence was observed, then
average  (±1 SD) is reported. If no coalescence was observed and merged dimers were rigid, then average tobs (±1 SD) is reported. The organic component is indicated in
each panel. Polynomial fits are shown to facilitate the comparison of trends in data. Each data point represents the average (±1 SD) of at least five trials (A to D, except
binary gluconic acid at 2% RH) or three trials (E, and binary gluconic acid at 2% RH). The data for binary glucose are adapted from (14). In (A), the transition from liquid to
rigid gel is indicated with the vertical dashed line. (F to I) The RH-dependent time scales were converted to inferred viscosity and plotted as a function of water mole
fraction (bottom axis) and organic mole fraction (top axis) for gluconic acid, glucose, glucuronic acid, and sorbitol, as estimated with AIOMFAC. (N-acetylneuraminic acid
cannot be adequately defined in AIOMFAC to account for interaction with ions, and the results were therefore not converted to water mole fractions; see fig. S2 for the
viscosity of N-acetylneuraminic acid versus RH.) For rigid gels, the  values were estimated from fig. S3 assuming Newtonian behavior, using a  value of 1 × 107 s, with the
lower limit to the error bars representing the experimental tobs. The upper limit to viscosity is not known.

section in the Supplementary Materials for additional details] (17).
Upon decreasing RH to ~10%, binary gluconic acid droplets
coalesce on longer time scales ( ≈ 100 s), as shown in fig. S1C. This
increase in  with decreasing RH is consistent with expectations of
the plasticizing effect of water, where viscosity, and thus , increases
Richards et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabb5643
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gradually with decreasing RH due to decreasing water content (14–19).
As seen in Fig. 2A,  indeed increases consistently, as RH is decreased
from ~20 to 2%, with approximately one–order of magnitude increase in  for every 5% decrease in RH. As seen in Fig. 2 (A to E),
all binary organic systems exhibited similar RH-dependent behavior,
3 of 11
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consistent with expectations (14–19). Of these organics, only binary N-acetylneuraminic acid is expected to undergo a clear glass
transition at low RH [~25% RH if extrapolated from fig. S2 to a
viscosity of 1012 Pa∙s or ~5%, as estimated with AIOMFAC (Aerosol
Inorganic-Organic Mixtures Functional groups Activity Coefficients) (27); see Materials and Methods for details]; RH-induced
glass transitions are not typically observed for the lower-mass
oxygenated molecules such as glucose (14, 17, 19), consistent with
our observations.
When NaCl is present in ternary 1:1 (by mole) NaCl:organic
droplets, the observed RH-dependent trend is similar to that of
binary organics, with a gradual increase in  (and viscosity) as RH is
decreased, as demonstrated in Fig. 1E for 1:1 NaCl:gluconic acid
droplets. Here,  increases from ~10 s at 22% RH to ~300 s at 15% RH.
In general, as seen in fig. S2, NaCl reduces or has a minor influence on viscosity, consistent with expectations of the plasticizing
effect of the water associated with the hygroscopic NaCl (15, 16)
and the Na+:COO− interaction (28) (see the “Expectations from
mixing approximations” section in the Supplementary Materials for
additional discussion). Although the presence of NaCl altered the
time scale of coalescence and viscosity relative to the binary systems, the phase behavior of the NaCl-organic systems did not deviate from that expected of Newtonian fluids.
Richards et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabb5643
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Fig. 3. Experimental results for ternary 1:1 (by mole) gluconic acid:inorganic
droplets. All inorganic salts contain at least one divalent ion. The identity of the
inorganic salt is indicated on the figure. (A) RH-dependent time scales. For 1:1
gluconic acid:CaCl2, the polynomial fit to the data shown in Fig. 2A is plotted here.
Open symbols indicate data from the bright-field aspect ratio. Closed symbols
indicate data from the far-field relaxation. Orange-filled symbols indicate no
coalescence (presumed gel). Each data point represents the average (±1 SD) of at
least three trials. (B) Inferred viscosity plotted as a function of water mole fraction
(as estimated with AIOMFAC). For rigid gels, the  values were estimated from fig.
S3 assuming Newtonian behavior, using a  value of 1 × 107 s, with the lower limit
to the error bars representing the experimental tobs. The upper limit to viscosity is
not known.

Ternary H2O-CaCl2–organic droplets have elevated viscosity
and can spontaneously transition to a rigid, gel phase state
Relative to binary and ternary NaCl droplets, very different phase
behavior was observed for ternary 1:1 (by mole) CaCl2:organic
droplets. Figure 1F demonstrates examples of merging ternary
CaCl2:gluconic acid droplets at a constant RH of ~51 and 46%. At
~51% RH, merged droplets completely coalesced with  ≈ 10 s. Notably,  at 51% RH was similar to that of 1:1 NaCl:gluconic acid at
~22% RH (Fig. 1E). However, upon decreasing RH by ~5% and
merging at 46% RH, no coalescence was observed and merged
droplets remained completely rigid at constant RH over an observation time (tobs) of 16,000 s. This tobs at 46% RH is three orders of
magnitude larger than the observed  at 51% RH, thus demonstrating an abrupt change in phase from fluid- to solid-like behavior
across a narrow RH range. With no observable decrease in aspect
ratio over a long time scale,  could not be directly determined for
merging events such as that shown in Fig. 1F at 46% RH. Thus, in
these cases, tobs is reported in Fig. 2 (A to E). (Attempts to determine  by assuming an eventual decay of aspect ratio to unity resulted in estimated values of  ranging from 107 to 1013 s, as shown in
fig. S3.) As seen in Fig. 1G, the rigid structure disassembles upon
increasing RH, indicative of a phase transformation. As seen in
Fig. 2A, rather than a gradual change in time scale, as observed with
the binary organics, the change in phase behavior is abrupt.
Converting time scales to viscosity (Fig. 2F) demonstrates that
ternary gluconic acid–CaCl2 droplets have a much higher viscosity,
relative to binary gluconic acid, despite also having a much higher
water mole fraction, x(H2O), and lower organic mole fraction [as
estimated with AIOMFAC (29)]. (The range of potential viscosity
values for rigid particles was constrained, assuming Newtonian behavior with eventual coalescence and a  value of 107 s, as described
in fig. S3.) For example, ternary CaCl2–gluconic acid and binary
gluconic acid droplets exhibit a comparable viscosity (~105 Pa·s) at,
respectively, ~51 and 14% RH, despite the ternary system having
substantially more water [x(H2O) ~ 0.7 compared to ~0.35] and less
organic [x(gluconic acid) ~ 0.075 compared to ~0.65]. This behavior cannot be explained using simple viscosity mixing estimates
(discussed more in the “Expectations from mixing approximations”
section in the Supplementary Materials), nor can it be explained
by liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) and efflorescence (as discussed in fig. S4), and this indicates that the underlying microstructure is changed with the combination of gluconic acid and CaCl2.
This abrupt change in phase (fig. S5A), along with increased water
content (as confirmed with Raman spectroscopy in fig. S5B), is consistent with (hydro)gel formation, i.e., formation of a two-phase
combination of liquid (water) contained within a porous solid
network that assembles and disassembles within a relatively narrow
range of solute concentration (1, 13, 14, 30, 31).
All ternary 1:1 CaCl2:organic systems exhibited similar RH-
dependent behavior, as shown in Fig. 2 with individual examples
shown in fig. S6. That is, an increase in viscosity (relative to the
binary systems) and an abrupt transition to a rigid phase where
droplets did not coalesce over long observation times, consistent
with a gel transition (14) (see the Further evidence for a gel phase
transition section in the Supplementary Materials for additional discussion). In these instances, a transition from  ≈ 102 s to tobs >> 104 s
(viscosity ≈ 105 Pa∙s to estimated viscosity > 1010 Pa·s) occurred
within a decrease of 2 to 3% RH or less. The effect was perhaps most
pronounced with sorbitol (Fig. 2, D and I). Binary sorbitol and binary
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aging and droplet mass measurements (fig. S4, B and C). To explore
the nature of this water, we measured the rate of water transport
using the RH oscillation approach of Preston et al. (34) in a linear
quadrupole EDB using Mie resonance spectroscopy (35). Figure 4A
shows that slow reversible water transport occurs in CaCl2-sorbitol
ternary droplets below the gel transition RH, and the time scale
for water transport increases sharply as RH decreases (Fig. 4B).

Downloaded from http://advances.sciencemag.org/ on December 1, 2020

CaCl2 remain relatively nonviscous under dry conditions (14, 32),
whereas ternary 1:1 CaCl2-sorbitol was rigid at ~26% RH. Of the other
ternary CaCl2-organic combinations, CaCl2–N-acetylneuraminic acid
exhibited a rigid structure at the highest RH (~64%), while CaCl2-
gluconic and CaCl2–glucuronic acid became rigid at ~46 and 48% RH,
respectively, and CaCl2-glucose was rigid at ~22% RH. In bulk solution,
these systems are not expected to undergo gel phase transitions (22, 33).
However, aerosol particles can reach high levels of supersaturation,
thus facilitating transitions not observed in bulk (13, 14, 24).
The effect of CaCl2 is also clearly demonstrated in 10:1 (by mole)
sorbitol:CaCl2. As seen in Fig. 2D, although no rigid gel transition is
observed (at RH ≥ 8%), the presence of CaCl2 increases the coalescence time scale (and thus viscosity) of sorbitol, even at low CaCl2
concentrations. At ~8% RH, the ternary 10:1 system has a viscosity
[2.0(±0.9) × 106 Pa·s] that is greater than sorbitol alone under completely arid conditions [5(±2) × 104 Pa·s] (14). This demonstrates
that, even in the absence of a distinct gel phase transition, low concentrations of divalent inorganic compounds can increase aerosol
viscosity and influence the phase of organic-inorganic aerosol.
Gel phase transitions can occur in the presence of a range
of divalent ions
To further explore the generality of the observed rigid transition, we
probed for phase transitions of gluconic acid in the presence of a
range of inorganic compounds containing divalent ions. As shown
in Fig. 3A, an RH-dependent transition, consistent with a gel transition, is observed in 1:1 (by mole) mixtures of gluconic acid with
Ca(NO3)2, MgCl2, (NH4)2SO4, and MgSO4. The effect is most pronounced with Ca2+ and least pronounced when only a divalent anion is present [i.e., (NH4)2SO4]. As seen in Fig. 3B, the RH at which
the rigid transition is observed is related to water content. Notably,
when the inorganic compound is MgCl2 or MgSO4, the ternary
droplets become rigid at a nearly identical water mole fraction
(~0.6), suggesting that the effect is dominated by the dication. However, as suggested by the differing water content of CaCl 2 and
Ca(NO3)2 rigid gels, the anion does influence the phase transition.
In the case of (NH4)2SO4, ternary mixtures are initially less viscous
than binary gluconic acid until low water content. By contrast, the
ternary mixtures containing dications were more viscous than the
binary droplets at all RH (water mole fractions) studied. Although
the identity of the divalent ion and counterion shifts the RH at which
gelation was observed, an apparent gel transition was observed in
all cases, suggesting that the possibility of gel formation from highly
oxygenated organics is a general effect in the presence of divalent
ions, and that the threshold RH is likely dictated by water content
and thus solvation structure of the ions and molecules involved.
Aerosol water transport is slowed in ternary
CaCl2-organic droplets
Distinguishing between liquid and gel states is particularly impor
tant for understanding transport and partitioning of particle-phase
water. As shown in fig. S5B using Raman spectroscopy, there remains a significant amount of water present in the ternary droplets
at an RH below the observed rigid transition, consistent with predictions from thermodynamic models (see table S1) (28). Increased
water content coincident with increased rigidity (relative to the binary systems) is strong evidence for a (hydro)gel transition (14, 31).
The elevated water content also confirms that no efflorescence transition occurred, consistent with observations from laser scatter imRichards et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabb5643
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Fig. 4. Hygroscopic response to binary and ternary droplets. (A and B) Response
to RH oscillations for 1:1 CaCl2:sorbitol droplets. (A) Droplet response to oscillations
in RH. A sigmoid function was fit to the data (dash lines) to determine the half-time,
shown in (B). (B) Half-time as a function of RH. Droplet response below the gel
formation RH (<25% RH) is very slow, and the maximum amplitude was estimated
on the basis of the response at higher RH. Data for citric acid from Preston et al. (34)
are shown for comparison. (C to F) Relative mass of single droplets, as measured
in the DBQ-EDB, compared to AIOMFAC predictions for (C) ternary 1:1 CaCl2:sorbitol,
(D) binary sorbitol, (E) ternary 1:1 CaCl2:gluconic acid, and (F) binary gluconic acid.
5 of 11
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tions of water diffusion in porous gels (13), supporting the assertion
that a gel transition occurs and demonstrating the slow mass transport dynamics in these systems.
The observed phase transition and increased viscosity
in ternary systems is an emergent process enabled by
supramolecular ion-organic interactions
The increased viscosity and phase transformation to a rigid gel in
ternary systems with divalent ions, as observed here, must be a result of cooperative interactions between the ions and the organics,
as evident from the fact that gelation is not promoted by ion-ion (or
solute-solute) interactions in binary inorganics (or binary organics). Figure 5A shows the RH at which rigid gelation was observed
(RHgel) for each 1:1 CaCl2-organic mixture as a function of molecular weight (of the organic) with the main functional groups of each
molecule indicated in the figure. Hydroxyl (OH) groups are common to all of the organic compounds. As shown in Fig. 5B, the identity of both the cation and anion influences RHgel. We thus propose
that the gel network develops through pairing of the established
ion-organic complexes that form in bulk solution via ion-OH interactions (Fig. 5C) (36–39). In bulk solution, and in microdroplets at
RH > RHgel, individual ion-organic complexes remain separate and
well solvated. As water content is reduced with decreasing RH,
there is inadequate water to fully solvate all solutes (4), and we
propose that long-range networks develop through extensive,
supramolecular contact ion pairing of the ion-molecule complexes,
e.g., [Ca 2+∙C 6H 14O 6∙Cl −2] n, creating the semisolid gel network
(Fig. 5D).

Fig. 5. The proposed pathway for supramolecular assembly of gels in aerosol particles. (A and B) The chemical factors influencing the gel phase transition. (A) RHgel
for the ternary CaCl2-organic mixtures plotted as a function of organic molecular weight. The main molecular functional groups for each organic are indicated on the plot.
(B) RHgel for ternary gluconic acid–inorganic mixtures graphed as a function of inorganic cation/anion. (C and D) Proposed pathway for assembly from neutral organics
in the presence of Ca2+. (C) An example of an ion-sorbitol complex that could act as the monomer units. Other conformations are also possible (37). (D) Illustration
demonstrating a potential pathway for gelation with decreasing RH. At high RH (left), monomer units are fully solvated and separated. With decreasing RH, water content
is reduced and long-range networks can form through contact ion pairing (right).
Richards et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabb5643
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Substantial slowing below an RH of 20 to 25% is observed, consistent
with the RH range where coalescence measurements indicate transformation to a rigid gel structure. Compared to the increase in time
scale for binary citric acid (a viscous fluid that exhibits time scales at
25% RH that are similar to the CaCl2-sorbitol system), this slowing
is much more abrupt and indicative of a phase transformation rather than a continuous change in viscosity.
To further establish the water transport behavior in these systems, we examined the single-particle relative change in mass as a
function of RH for sorbitol and gluconic acid systems and compared that to predictions from AIOMFAC. As RH is decreased,
there is a loss of particle-phase water to maintain equilibrium,
which is evident by a decrease in mass of levitated droplets. As seen
in Fig. 4C for a 1:1 CaCl2-sorbitol droplet, there is an abrupt slowing in loss of particle-phase water below ~25%, consistent with the
RHgel identified through coalescence measurements. By contrast,
no abrupt slowing is seen in binary sorbitol (Fig. 4D) or binary
CaCl2 (fig. S4C). Similar slowing, indicative of diffusive limitations,
is seen in ternary CaCl2–gluconic acid (Fig. 4E) droplets at ~45 to
50% RH, consistent with the identified RHgel for this system. Binary
gluconic acid droplets (Fig. 4F), however, exhibit no significant diffusive limitations until very low RH. These measurements confirm
that the ternary CaCl2-organic systems are more rigid and more resistant to water transport than the binary systems alone.
The exact mechanisms of water transport in these systems are
not yet resolved; percolation through a porous network and viscous
flow must be considered to fully explain the observed dynamics.
However, these observations are consistent with previous observa-

SCIENCE ADVANCES | RESEARCH ARTICLE

In this proposed gelation pathway, cross-linking is enabled by
the divalent ion (1, 13, 14, 22, 31, 33), analogous to the mechanism
by which binary MgSO4 gelation occurs (13, 24). The carboxylic acids may have had the highest gelation RH due to Ca2+ chelation,
effectively forming a disaccharide (fig. S7A), and thus a higher
RH gel through the established connection between increasing
monomer size and increased gelation ability (1, 22, 33). In the 10:1
sorbitol:CaCl2 system, viscosity was higher than binary sorbitol, but
a distinct gel transition was not observed in the RH range studied.
In this instance, it is likely that there was insufficient Ca2+ to form
long-range networks, but short-range Ca-sorbitol chains still develop that increase viscosity (fig. S7B). These observations suggest that
even in the absence of a distinct, long-range gel transition, shortrange supramolecular units can still form that increase the effective
Richards et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabb5643
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viscosity of organic-inorganic aerosol, possibly resulting from the
established link between viscosity and molecular weight (19).
The correlation between gel transition and particle-phase water
content supports the idea of ion pairing mediated by ion-molecule
complexes. Examining the water content of ternary CaCl2 mixtures
(for which gelation was observed and thermodynamic data were
available) (Fig. 2, F to I) indicates that gelation occurs at water mole
fractions of ~0.5 for neutral organics and ~0.65 for carboxylated
organics. At these mole fractions, there is insufficient water to fully
solvate all ions; in bulk solution, fully solvated Ca 2+ will have
six water molecules in its first solvation shell (40), whereas at
x(H2O) = 0.5, there is approximately four water molecules per Ca2+.
Under these low-water conditions, extensive ion pairing is possible
(24). Similar trends in water content are observed in Fig. 3B for
7 of 11
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Fig. 6. Potential phase states of aqueous aerosol particles upon decreasing RH. (Top) Established, well-studied phase states of binary oxygenated organic and
binary inorganic aerosol. Binary organics most commonly remain liquid and gradually increase in viscosity to form a glassy or ultraviscous phase (17). Binary inorganic
compounds commonly will homogeneously effloresce (crystallize with loss of particle-phase water) (4), although there are multiple examples of aqueous inorganics that
do not homogeneously effloresce at all or not until very low RH (<1%) (for example, CaCl2, NaNO3, and NH4NO3) (5). Gel transitions have been observed in a limited number of cases (5, 13, 14). Binary aerosol phase transitions are essential for establishing fundamental understanding but have limited atmospheric relevance because of the
complexity of atmospheric aerosol. (Middle) Prevailing view of phase transitions relevant to mixed organic-inorganic aerosol. LLPS can occur, typically with less oxygenated
organics (O:C < ~0.5) comprising the outer shell and aqueous inorganics remaining in the core (10). After LLPS, the inorganic fraction can effloresce upon further decrease
in RH. Particles that remain homogeneously mixed can partially effloresce or remain homogeneously mixed and gradually increase in viscosity as RH is reduced (5, 10, 15).
For homogeneously mixed organic-inorganic aerosol, it is widely assumed that increasing inorganic content will reduce viscosity through the plasticizing effect of the
water associated with the hygroscopic salt (15, 16). However, as shown in the present study and illustrated in (bottom), inorganic compounds can increase organic-
inorganic aerosol viscosity and promote aerosol gel transitions through supramolecular, ion-molecule interactions. This supramolecular effect is not represented in
current models. Considering that LLPS does not inhibit efflorescence of an aqueous inorganic core (10), we posit that LLPS will not inhibit the supramolecular effect in complex aerosol where the core likely contains aqueous inorganics in addition to highly oxygenated organics.
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tions between oxygenated organic and inorganic ions can lead to
increased aerosol viscosity, despite elevated water content, and
enable gel transitions in organic-inorganic aerosol. Supramolecular
interactions will most likely be strongest when the organic compounds contain a carboxylic acid (40) and vicinal hydroxyl groups
(37), which can be common in atmospheric organic compounds
because of oxidative aging (11) and primary emission (12) (see the
“Generalizations and parameterization” section in the Supplementary Materials for further discussion). Such compounds typically
have a higher oxygen-to-carbon atom ratio [O:C; which is commonly used in atmospheric chemistry to parameterize certain aerosol properties (11)] and are thus less likely to undergo LLPS (10).
We therefore posit that while phase-separated organics are less
likely to be influenced by ion-molecule effects, LLPS will not inhibit these supramolecular interactions in the aqueous core of
phase-separated organic-inorganic aerosol. This supramolecular
effect on aerosol phase is not currently represented in atmospheric
and climate models, which suggests that aerosol viscosity and phase,
and thus diffusion coefficients, may be overpredicted under many
conditions.
Gels exhibit different physicochemical properties than viscous
fluids and thus have unique atmospheric implications (5, 13, 14).
For example, diffusion coefficients of particle-phase water and reactive species can be overpredicted by several orders of magnitude if
gelation occurs but is not considered (see the “Estimating the impact of supramolecular effects on diffusion constants” section in the
Supplementary Materials), which is particularly notable considering that many atmospheric models assume that all particles remain
DISCUSSION
as liquids (43). In addition, droplets of some organic-inorganic gel-
We have demonstrated a previously unexplored supramolecular, ion- forming mixtures may consist of multiple, discrete regions with
molecule effect on aerosol phase under atmospherically relevant differing diffusivities (for example, an aerosol particle composed
conditions not readily accessible in bulk solutions. Supramolecular of microgels embedded within a fluid matrix) and thus exhibit
ion-molecule interactions have been shown here to promote a gel non-Newtonian fluid behavior (14, 44). Furthermore, because we
phase transformation where two compounds, which were non- observed a supramolecular effect that increased aerosol viscosity
viscous and non-gelling as aqueous binary systems, synergistically relative to what was predicted, diffusion coefficients may be lower
enabled gelation when combined in mixed aqueous inorganic- than would be predicted without considering ion-molecule interacorganic aerosol microdroplets. Further, in the absence of any tions, even in the absence of (or before) a distinct phase transition.
specific phase transition, this supramolecular effect was shown to That is, the supramolecular effect on aerosol properties likely exincrease the viscosity of mixed organic-inorganic aerosol relative tends across a wide range of compositions and conditions.
to bulk predictions. Thus, gelation and vitrification through ion-
We have further demonstrated that the observed ion-molecule
molecule interactions could influence hygroscopicity and reactivity effect and resulting gel transition influences aerosol hygroscopicity
of atmospheric aerosols, with impacts on air quality and climate by inhibiting water uptake and loss. Our results are consistent with
that is not represented in current atmospheric models.
and can explain previously reported hygroscopicity observations of
As illustrated in Fig. 6, aerosol particles can adopt a wide range mixed Ca(NO3)2–malonic acid aerosol particles (45) and physical
of phase states through various RH-induced phase transitions. changes in aqueous (NH4)2SO4–organic aerosol upon uptake of isoAlthough it is known that gel transitions can occur in bulk organic- prene epoxydiols (46). Further, considering the prevalence of divainorganic systems [for example, marine microgels (1, 22, 33)], gel lent ions in ambient atmospheric aerosol, supramolecular effects
transitions specific to aerosol have only been observed in a limited may be contributing to the observed semisolid state of atmospheric
number of binary systems [for example, binary oxalic acid (5) and secondary organic aerosol (47). As a whole, these studies suggest
binary MgSO4 (13, 14, 24)], which have limited atmospheric rele- that supramolecular effects on phase may play a role in not only
vance because binary aerosol are rare in the atmosphere. For mixed aerosol hygroscopicity but also mixing time scales, reactivity, and
organic-inorganic aerosol, the prevailing view is that, as RH is con- other processes. This highlights a need to understand microstructure
tinuously decreased, organic-inorganic aerosol can either undergo and phase in addition to aerosol composition to account for supraLLPS, partially effloresce, or remain homogeneously mixed with a molecular ion-solute interactions when predicting aerosol properties
gradual increase in viscosity (6, 10, 15, 16). For the case of homoge- for implementation in atmospheric and climate models.
neous mixtures (as used in the present study), the assumption has
While the study of these systems was motivated by understandbeen that with increasing inorganic content, the viscosity of the ing atmospheric chemistry, the divalent ion-organic interactions in
aerosol is reduced because of increased water content (15, 16). aerosol particles can also be leveraged as a soft matter tool for creating
However, as we have demonstrated here, supramolecular interac- supramolecular assemblies from environmentally benign compounds.
Richards et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabb5643
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Mg2+. Unlike Ca2+ and Mg2+, SO42− prefers to remain solvated and
does not readily bind to macromolecules (41), which could explain
the very low water content necessary before the transition to a rigid
phase in (NH4)2SO4–gluconic acid droplets. Further evidence for
the proposed ion pairing mechanism can be seen in RH-dependent
changes to the Raman spectrum of CaCl2– and MgSO4–gluconic
acid mixtures (fig. S8) that suggest changes to COO− and SO42− due
to ion pairing (24, 40). This evidence for ion-molecule interactions
supports the concept of a gel transition in the equimolar mixtures,
where the transition is promoted by the balance of attractive and
repulsive forces between solutes (30). This differs from a glass transition, where there is no long-range solute-solute interactions (9).
When the divalent concentration is too low to enable long-range
cross-linking, we posit that short-range coupling (for example, fig.
S7B) can promote a glass transition at lower RH, as suggested with
10:1 sorbitol:CaCl2. In either scenario (gel or glass transition),
ion-molecule interactions are promoting phase transitions when
current understanding would have predicted that the inorganic
content would have inhibited these transitions (15, 16).
Under bulk conditions, these ion-organic complexes responsible
for gelation may ultimately crystallize when water content is
decreased (42). However, in microdroplets, crystal nucleation is
inhibited (4). This creates a unique environment through which
organics can assemble into gels through cooperative, supramolecular
interactions with divalent ions under atmospherically relevant
conditions in aerosol particles.
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Further work remains to be done to characterize gel transitions in
more complex mixtures, to validate the assembly pathway, and to model
the transport of water and other species in porous gels. However, considering that we have demonstrated a gel phase transition as high as
~65% RH with relatively low-mass molecules, our results demonstrate
supramolecular effects can have a profound effect on the phase and
properties of atmospherically relevant organic/inorganic components
under tropospheric conditions, strongly suggesting that these transformations are occurring in ambient atmospheric aerosol. Thus, further
knowledge of supramolecular interactions and gel transitions outside of
bulk conditions appears necessary to accurately model aerosol reactivity
and hygroscopicity and, therefore, climate and human health impacts.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Electrostatic levitation
The DBQ-EDB is described in greater detail elsewhere (14). In brief,
the DBQ-EDB is a linear quadrupole design with two counterbalances for simultaneously levitating two microdroplets. Droplets were
generated using piezoelectric droplet dispensers (50-m diameter;
MicroFab MJ-ABP-050) and injected into the DBQ-EDB through
an induction electrode (<±400 VDC typical) to charge the droplets.
Charged droplets were confined radially by a quadrupole (VAC = ±600 V,
300 Hz typical) and supported vertically by the counterbalance electrodes (<±500 VDC typical). The dual-balance system allowed two
Richards et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabb5643
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Imaging of merging events
Bright-field imaging was used to determine the aspect ratio of
merged droplets as a function of time at long time scales (>3 s)
(Fig. 1C and fig. S1C). Upon merging, the merged dimer was inadvertently removed from the field of view of the imaging cameras
because of the change in mass and charge. The merged dimers were
brought back into the field of view by adjusting the counterbalance
voltage using a feedback loop, a process that took ~3 s on average.
Thus, far-field imaging tracked merging events for time scales of
<3 s, as seen in fig. S1B. The far-field images analysis is a template-
based autocorrelation of the far-field images, where the template
image was the original image offset in the horizontal (x) direction,
as described elsewhere (14). Far-field images were recorded and then
post-processed in LabVIEW. An image within the recorded sequence was duplicated and then offset horizontally in the x-direction
by n pixels (n = 20 pixels, typically). The absolute difference between
the overlapping pixel values of the offset image and the original image created a “defect” image. The average defect image intensity ĪD
was normalized to the average far-field intensity Ī of the original
image to calculate a correlation value C, given in Eq. 1
	
C = (I¯ −  I¯  D ) / I¯	

(1)

Tracking the correlation value as a function of time was used to
monitor coalescence events at time scales of <3 s (14).
Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (>99% purity)
except N-acetylneuraminic acid (Alfa Aesar; 97% purity). Stock solutions
were 5 wt %, made from Millipore water (18 megohms), and filtered
before dispensing. Fresh solutions were made daily. The pH of the
solutions was not adjusted, and the pH for a 5–wt % 1:1 (by mole)
CaCl2-organic stock solution was ~3 for the carboxylic acids and
~6 for neutral organics. The pH of levitated droplets was unknown.
Statistical analysis
Droplets were merged for a minimum of three to five times at a
constant RH (∆RH of <1 to 2% typical because of temporal variations),
with average  or tobs reported in Figs. 2 and 3 with ±1 SD and average
RH (±1 SD) reported with propagated error from individual RH
measurements, where an individual RH measurement was the average reading (±1 SD) of RH probes at the inlet and outlet. The absolute uncertainty in the RH probes is ±2% RH. This uncertainty was
not propagated into the reported uncertainty. Additional uncertainty exists in the viscosity and mole fraction of water because of
slow equilibration with ambient RH. This uncertainty is not well
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Experimental design
Gel transitions were identified in a DBQ-EDB (fig. S1A). The dual-
balance design is described elsewhere (14) along with the experimental approach used for identifying gel transitions and inferring
viscosity (14). All experiments were conducted at room temperature (295 ± 2 K). Time scales ( for fluids that coalesced or tobs
for gels that did not coalesce) were used to differentiate between
RH-dependent behavior of viscous fluids (a gradual thickening)
and gel formation (an abrupt transition) (14). To perform an experiment at a constant RH, two oppositely charged droplets (30 ± 2 m
in average diameter) of the same composition were simultaneously
levitated and equilibrated [a fixed equilibration time of 5 min was
used, which limited the chances for obfuscating gel and glass transitions and limited variation in extracted  values (14)]. Droplets are
initially generated at a bulk concentration of 5 weight % (wt %).
Upon injection into the DBQ-EDB, droplets lose water to maintain
an equilibrium water activity with the gas phase. The concentration
of the solutes increases with decreasing RH. After the equilibration
time, droplets were merged and either far-field or bright-field images were collected. Images were post-processed to determine  or tobs.
When coalescence was not observed, tobs was a minimum of 104 to
105 s, with bright-field images continually or intermittently collected.
If aspect ratio did not decrease over this time frame, then a merging event was considered to have shown “no coalescence.”
Time scales were converted to viscosity through the relationship
 ≈ r/, where  is the viscosity,  is the surface tension of the
droplets, and r is the radius of the relaxed sphere (in all experiments,
r = 18 ± 2 m) (14, 17). For binary organic and ternary organic-
inorganic droplets, surface tension was estimated as 55 ± 30 and
80 ± 30 mN m−1, respectively. For rigid particles where coalescence
was not observed,  values were estimated as 1 × 107 s, as shown in
fig. S3, by assuming Newtonian behavior (that is, a single-exponential
coalescence process) and eventual coalescence.

droplets to be equilibrated simultaneously in a humidified nitrogen
flow [~500 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute) of total
flow, typical]. Droplets were oppositely charged, and the magnitude
of the charge induced on the droplet that was levitated in the top
balance was less than the particle that was levitated in the bottom
balance. Thus, the merged droplet contained enough charge to remain levitated in the bottom balance after merging. The RH in the
DBQ-EDB was controlled by varying the ratio of dry and humidified nitrogen gas flows. Calibrated RH sensors (Honeywell HIH4602-C) were placed before and after the DBQ-EDB, and the RH
within the chamber was determined as the average of the two
sensors (±1 SD, ~1% RH typical).
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quantified and is not included in the uncertainty shown in Fig. 2
and fig. S2. Typical uncertainty from a 5-min equilibration time
scale is ~1 order of magnitude (14), which is common for measurements of viscosity that span 10 orders of magnitude (14, 17).

Thermodynamic modeling
The web-based version of the AIOMFAC model (AIOMFAC-web;
https://aiomfac.lab.mcgill.ca) (27, 29) was used to estimate the water content of binary and ternary droplets (Figs. 2, F to I, and 3B)
and to estimate whether the binary organics were predicted to
exhibit a glass transition. The organic molecules were defined in
AIOMFAC in their linear form. For binary N-acetylneuraminic acid,
AIOMFAC cannot fully define the acetylamino group. Thus, the
acetylamino functional group was approximated as a secondary amine
and a ketone. This approximation was used for N-acetylneuraminic
acid to predict RH-dependent viscosity, which is a practical assumption considering the dependence of viscosity on molecular mass
(19), but was not used to predict water content in ternary mixtures.
Thus, Fig. 2 does not show viscosity as a function of water mole
fraction for N-acetylneuraminic acid systems.
RH oscillation measurements
Droplets were held in a linear quadrupole EDB (35) (functionally
equivalent to the DBQ-EDB) and exposed to a sinusoidal oscillation
in RH with a controlled frequency (34). The response of the droplet
was monitored from whispering gallery modes excited by light-emitting
diode illumination and measured using an Ocean Optics HR4000+
spectrometer (35). The amplitude of the droplet response was determined at each frequency, and the relative response of the droplet
was found by comparison to the maximum amplitude. The half-time
response of the droplet was determined at each RH using a sigmoid
fit to the response as a function of time period (1 / frequency).
DC balance mass measurements
In the absence of air flow, the only force contributing to the DC
balance voltage (VDC) needed for levitation is the force of gravity
(mass). Thus, changes in VDC can be directly attributed to changes
in droplet mass, as water is lost. To measure the relative change in
mass of droplets as a function of RH, droplets were held in the
bottom balance at an initial RH for 15 min. The air flow was
momentarily switched off (<2 s), and the initial DC balance voltage
(VDC,i) necessary to levitate the droplet was recorded. The RH was
then reduced by 5 to 7% RH, the droplet was equilibrated for 15 min,
and VDC was recorded again. The relative change in mass at each
Richards et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabb5643
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/47/eabb5643/DC1
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Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra were obtained to compare the relative water content
of binary gluconic acid droplets to that of ternary CaCl2:gluconic
acid droplets (fig. S5B) and to examine for spectral evidence of ion
pairing (fig. S8). Spectra were collected using a 532-nm laser as the
excitation source. As shown in fig. S1A, the laser illuminated the
droplets from below. Laser light was gently focused onto the droplets with a 200-mm focal length lens. The laser power was ~500 mW
in total. Scattered light was collected perpendicular to the laser axis.
The Rayleigh scattered light was removed with a notch filter, and
inelastically scattered light focused onto a fiber optic coupled
to a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments, Fergie FER-SCI-BRX;
1200 g/mm grating). Spectra were collected with an exposure time
of 5 s, and eight spectra were averaged.

RH was found as VDC(RH) / VDC,i where VDC(RH) is the VDC reading
at a specific RH.
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